
What our 2023 interns had to say about HW: 

 "Nice, friendly people and culture, meaningful and interesting work." 

 "Howse Williams took my learning and professional development seriously instead of 

assigning mundane administrative tasks" 

 "Really glad that I am able to touch upon an area of the law (shipping) which I am totally 

new to, and to be fully hands on and work on a sizable case in an in-depth manner - it 

has been a fun ride!.” 

"With the helpful guidance of my supervising partner, associate and trainee solicitor ….I 

was able to have a better picture of the case status and complete the tasks handed down 

with confidence.” 

 "I truly believe that I have grown a lot, both personally and professionally, during my 

stay at HW" 

 "Everyone is very friendly and nice.” 

 "Through this internship I got to learn about myself more in regards to my legal interests 

and what type of person I aspire to be" 

 "I had a remarkable time at Howse Williams and would strongly recommend the 

internship to aspiring solicitors who want exposure to a fast-paced, interesting and 

modern business"  

 "I believe I was given a healthy level of trust and guidance to make the most out of my 

internship here." 

 "Interning at Howse Williams made me feel like part of the team as I was given 

meaningful and substantive tasks." 

 "I was able to develop strong working relationships with my colleagues and contribute 

to a positive and productive work environment." 

 "The work I was assigned, although challenging at times, seemed genuinely valuable to 

the firm, and I was involved with large and important cases.” 

 "The work culture here is superb, everyone is incredibly kind and fun.  Thus it was a 

good balance of exposure to the inner workings of a litigation department, passion 

towards completing tasks that had an impact, and a healthy work environment". 

 "[I enjoyed] tackling challenges in a completely new environment whilst working on 

cases that had potentially global implications." 



 "I had the opportunity to participate in a mediation with the client ….. I am very grateful 

for the opportunity. " 

 "I am grateful for the opportunity and responsibility entrusted to me …..I also enjoyed 

going to court and witnessing hearings first hand and being able to see the application of 

the work that had been prepared" 

 "[My supervising partners] were happy to provide advice on my future career path.  Their 

warmth and kindness made me feel like a member of the family team….their friendliness 

encouraged me to approach them more frequently." 

 "I had the opportunity to observe a trial at the District Court …… I immediately felt part 

of the team since day one ……the colleagues I have dealt with were very supportive" 

 "Howse Williams has truly lived up to its open door policy, such that discussions on 

cases are always welcomed." 

AND FINALLY …… 

 "Maybe some free snacks would be good (but the free drinks are very satisfactory 

already)." 

 

 


